Neural mechanisms underlying selectivity for the rate and direction of frequency-modulated sweeps in the auditory cortex of the pallid bat.
Frequency-modulated (FM) sweeps are common in vocalizations, including human speech. Selectivity for FM sweep rate and direction is present in the auditory cortex of many species. The present study sought to determine the mechanisms underlying FM sweep selectivity in the auditory cortex of pallid bats. In the pallid bat inferior colliculus (IC), two mechanisms underlie selectivity for FM sweep rate. The first mechanism depends on duration tuning for tones that arises as a consequence of early inhibition generated by an excitatory tone. The second mechanism depends on a narrow band of delayed high-frequency inhibition. Direction selectivity depends on a broad band of early low-frequency inhibition. Here, the contributions of these mechanisms to cortical FM sweep selectivity were determined in pentobarbital-anesthetized pallid bats. We show that the majority of cortical neurons tuned to echolocation frequencies are selective for the downward direction and rate of FM sweeps. Unlike in IC neurons tuned in the echolocation range, duration tuning is rare in cortical neurons with similar tuning. As in the IC, consistent spectrotemporal differences exist between low- and high-frequency sidebands. A narrow band of delayed high-frequency inhibition is necessary for FM rate selectivity. Low-frequency inhibition has a broad bandwidth, early arrival time, and creates direction selectivity. Cortical neurons respond better to slower FM rates and exhibit broader rate tuning than IC neurons. Relative arrival time of high-frequency inhibition is slower in the cortex than in the IC. Thus whereas similar mechanisms shape direction selectivity of neurons tuned in the echolocation range in the IC and the cortex, only one of the two mechanisms underlying rate selectivity in the IC is present in the cortex.